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Freshwater pearls are the most common type of pearl due to that fact that there can be up to twenty-
five pearls in an oyster, each time it is harvested. Because they are such a large resource,
Freshwater pearls are very affordable, without compromising beauty and class. Freshwater pearl
bracelets  make a great accessory and a lasting impression on anyone. They add just a touch of
sophistication and class, without over powering an outfit. The wonderful aspect of pearl jewelry is
that they can be dressed up or down and compliment any look, whether casual or elegant. At Aloha
Pearls, we carry several freshwater pearl bracelet designs, both modern and classic.

Choose a strand of solid white pearls, which will wrap beautifully around your wrist and will be sure
to get noticed. For a look that is a little less modern, select a bracelet of same-size black pearls. Or
for a modern look, choose a bracelet of pearls, paired with spacers made of precious metals and
crystals to give some sheen to any ensemble. Some of our classic designs are also paired with
jade, onyx and carnelian for a truly special look. No matter what your style, a freshwater bracelet will
complement it a classic, special way. Browse our website www.alohaoearls.com to find the perfect
accessory for everyday or any occasion. We are sure to have anything you can dream of that will
suit your style and if we donâ€™t, we will help you find or design it.

At Aloha Pearls, we offer quality freshwater pearls at very affordable prices and various designs.
Our customer service is rated highly and the owner can be directly contacted with questions or
requests about our freshwater pearl products. Freshwater pearls gives you the option of elegance,
beauty, and class at an affordable price.
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